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Welcome from the Conference Chair
Welcome to this special edition of the OSGeo Journal, featuring selected papers from the
academic track that were presented at the FOSS4G (Free and Open Source Software for
Geospatial) 2011 conference in Denver.1 The conference was the largest FOSS4G yet, with
914 attendees from 42 countries. Feedback from attendees was very positive, with the
post-conference survey giving it an overall rating of 4.32 out 5. The attendance reflects
the strong growth in interest in open source software that we are currently seeing in the
geospatial industry.

We made a conscious effort in 2011 to enhance the academic track at the conference
by providing improved publishing opportunities. We did this through publishing papers
both in “Transactions in GIS” and in this edition of the OSGeo Journal. I would like to
thank Rafael Moreno for leading this effort, as well as the rest of the organizers of the
academic track who Rafael recognizes below.

Peter Batty, Ubisense
FOSS4G 2011 Conference Chair

1FOSS4G: http://foss4g.org
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Abstract
We are implementing an open source project for spatial deci-
sion making called Distributed Spatial Multi-Criteria Evalua-
tion (DSMCE) under an EU project for inter-regional develop-
ment on forestry and climate change adaptation (ForeStClim).

In this paper, we first describe what DSMCE is and what
it does. We have designed an extensible architecture for in-
tegrating services of two domains, respectively the GIS and
Decision Sciences domain. Thereby we delegate domain ex-
pertise to available implementations. We use the Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm to build our DSMCE
service and application. Integration is implemented by the
use of open specifications and protocols coming from these
domains. DSMCE is not only extensible in terms of the ex-
ternal services it uses, it also is extensible as an application
because it is developed with OSGi technology which that
brings advanced modularity.

Second we share observations about implementation chal-
lenges we have addressed. These challenges are related to the
design of integration of the two domains, the ability of speci-
fications to address real implementation problems, and the
reliability and quality of available open source tools. These
lead us to conclusions about the solutions we had to imple-
ment.

Third and finally we give an overview of future direc-
tions. Some of these topics relate to the spatial domain, e.g.
the use of Web Processing Services (WPS) for pre and post
processing around decision analysis, others to the decision
sciences domain, e.g. the integration of other non-spatial data
sources and services, or collaborative decision making.

Introduction
If spatial multi-criteria evaluation (SMCE) (Herwijnen, 1999,
Sharifi and Retsios, 2004) methodologies, implementations,
and expertise could evolve on the web, both decision mak-
ing and the decision aiding methodologies could develop in
new directions. SMCE in desktop applications has been used
in analytical academic or consulting studies such as trans-
port (Sharifi and Boerboom, 2006, Keshkamat et al., 2009),

environmental management (Zucca et al., 2008) in poverty
assessment (ODPM, 2004, Baud et al., 2009). It is also used
in participatory decision processes either normatively moti-
vated because it should make decisions more democratic, or
rationally motivated because it should make decisions more
informed, or instrumentally because it should make decision
responsibility for possible failures shared (Stirling, 2006). The
number of publications has experienced a strong increase
(Malczewski, 2006).

But on the web it could aid and change individual and
collaborative decision making. It could create need and op-
portunity for expanding the range of methods for the analysis
of spatial preference of groups of people, for collaborative
analysis of conflict and consensus, and for learning about
decision making and decision making processes. It could
add value to and between spatial data infrastructures, and
perform integrated assessment between organizational man-
dates. And it could get infrastructural properties (Boerboom,
2010).

So far there has only been one implementation of SMCE
that is server-based with the lightness of a browser client,
which is ParticipatoryGIS.com (Boroushaki and Malcewski,
2010), but unlike our implementation it has not been imple-
mented as a generic tool but for a specific project nor does
make use of OGC web services standards and implementa-
tions.

We present the first prototype implementation of the open
source distributed spatial multi-criteria evaluation (DSMCE)
web application. It is distributed, not only in the concept
of distributed computing, because it can collect data from
distributed data sources, i.e. Web Feature Services (WFS), or,
if data cannot be exchanged because of data policies, data
value, bandwidth, and other reasons, it can be distributed to
these data sources and collect only the intermediary outputs.
Also, decision makers are geographically distributed or in
time. And development of it can be distributed, given the
open source nature, provided good programming practices
and systems are maintained. Distributed SMCE is an open
source web application development project hosted on the
source forge Kenai.39

Implementing DSMCE with spatial OGC standards was
not as straight forward as the intended by OGC (Percivall,
2010). We did not find a systematic review of issues around
implementations and use of OGC standards in literature, al-
though (He et al., 2009) address one of the issues using multi-
version WFS’. It is beyond the scope of this paper to do so.
But we consider it useful for future development of standards
and implementations to explore the challenges we have faced
and the solutions we have developed, which could become
part of future more systematic studies.

So the outline of this paper is as follows. We first briefly
describe the particular use case for which this web application

39http://kenai.com/projects/distributed-DSMCE
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is being developed and its generalization. Second we describe
the web application. Then we discuss implementation chal-
lenges with open source modules. Finally, we describe future
directions.

A specific use case and its generaliza-
tion
The specific use case is the following. Most European forest
organizations have included climate change in their strategy
documents. Now these strategic intentions need to be trans-
lated to adaptation plans in the different regions. This occurs
as part of the regular forest management adaptation planning
processes. Therefore spatial evaluation of vulnerability and
adaptive options needs to be considered in these processes.
In the ForeStClim project on “Transnational Forestry Man-
agement Strategies in Response to Regional Climate Change
Impacts“, within which the distributed spatial multi-criteria
evaluation web application is developed, we intend to com-
pare several regions. But rather than applying a uniform
evaluation approach we recognize the regional variability.

So the problem is that evaluation of climate change vul-
nerabilities and suitability of adaptive option is distributed.
There are different forest management organizations in the
different regions in North-western Europe. Each organiza-
tion works in its specific forest policy environment and has
specific policy objectives. And they all have different data,
technical data environments, and data policies. To summa-
rize, decisions of these foresee management organizations are
idiosyncratic in only partly shared policy and market envi-
ronments, and there is neither value in making databases and
datasets interoperable nor in semantically harmonizing data.

Finally, the project hopes that in the exchange of different
evaluation approaches the different regions will gain ideas
to improve their own understanding of vulnerability and
adaptive options. And that these can be communicated to
European policy bodies as the Ministerial Conference on the
Protection of Forests in Europe

Generalizations from this specific use case are the follow-
ing. As far as decisions are concerned, DSMCE can be used
for decisions where data can be the same for different deci-
sion makers, but decision makers can partially or fully use
different data and data sources on internet or intranet. Also
it is meant to communicate preference structure on Internet
for decision makers to learn from each others’ approaches
to evaluation and integrated assessment. Often data cannot
be shared or made interoperable because it is just not worth
the effort since use of data is infrequent and/or idiosyncratic,
and does not pay off the effort of making databases interoper-
able. Also data can be too valuable to be shared or outdated
data should not be used. DSMCE supports decisions with
organizational databases and with data infrastructures (SDIs)
but also at the fringes of SDIs.

DSMCE
First we describe what DSMCE does. Then we describe its
architecture. Finally we list functional and technical inno-
vations. DSMCE consists of two parts, the web application
(frontend service) and the backend service.

The web application (Figure 1) opens in any web browser.
It initially is a single screen with four panels. Spatial multi-
criteria evaluation takes place in the central panel. Here
objectives and criteria can be structured, standardized with
maximum standardization to a 0-1 scale, prioritized with the
expected value ranking method, and aggregated (Nijkamp,
1990, Sharifi and Retsios, 2004). The Data panel (left) pro-
vides access to web feature services. From the service the
user receives some technical information and a list of layers
offered. After selecting a layer, its attributes will be listed as
thumbnail maps and their attribute names. Multiple thumb-
nails can be popped up (pop up window) to an image and
some key statistics of mean, standard deviation, minimum
and maximum value in order to obtain a feeling for the data.
The thumbnails can be dragged and dropped into the maps
field. The spatial view panel (to the right) is a viewer that
uses OpenLayers, and shows the transparent output map
of well (green) and poorly (red) performing areas on top of
base layer. Here it is OpenStreetMap. Clicking on one of the
polygons, attribute names and values for that polygon will
be displayed in the Spatial Info panel (lower right corner).

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Distributed Spatial Multi-Criteria
Evaluation web application

As depicted in Figure 2 the architecture consists of three
main components: Spatial Services, Decision Support Ser-
vices and finally the D-SMCE service. Spatial Services consist
of data services such as WFS and data processing services
such as WPS. In the decision support service component we
have the Decision Deck as a multi-criteria aiding service. D-
SMCE itself is a client of all those external services and plays
a role of a mediator service to bridge two domains (Spatial
Domain and Decision Support domain) to perform required
tasks of a Spatial Multi Criteria Analysis. It is implemented on
the Java platform and uses modular design following OSGi
specifications.

If we look inside the D-SMCE component there we have
two services as well. We have the backend service. In this
backend service we implement data access and business lay-
ers. Here we have modules of several client implementa-
tions to access external services for data retrieval and data
processing. Also we have some other modules for required
calculations that external services cannot offer. Then there is
the frontend service. This service consists of the presentation
layer together with some utility modules that are needed by
the web application (e.g. user profile management, access
control). The presentation layer is implemented with the
Vaadin framework.
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Our idea is to clearly separate these two services, backend
and frontend, by running them as two independent services.
If a necessity arises, we may like to add a new component to
this architecture such as statistics service by implementing a
required client in the backend service, as it is depicted in the
bottom of the figure.

Figure 2: Architecture of Distributed Spatial Multi-Criteria
Evaluation

The core of this new web-application is functionally and
technologically innovative. Functional innovative aspects
are:

• SMCE on the web. Spatial data is currently shown and
sometimes downloadable on internet. A map can be looked
at one at a time. With DSCME multiple maps can be
viewed, interpreted, and aggregated to perform spatial
evaluation.

• Integration with MCDA web services. (fig 2).We will apply
non-spatial multi-criteria decision analysis web services
standards (XMCDA) (Decision Deck, 2011) in the spatial
domain. Weighted summation MCE is the first method but
once embedded others can be added.

• Spatial data from different locations on internet can be
brought to the web-application

• Distributed calculation. If data providers do not want data
to be moved, parts of the backend of the DSCME can be
served from different locations where parts of a criteria
tree can be analyzed in different web locations and results
shared to a “central” location.

Technological innovative aspects are:

• Extensibility of services. DSMCE is a service oriented plat-
form that mediates the interaction between spatial and
non-spatial services available on the web. This feature is
unique since the majority of decision support software are
either desktop or isolated web applications. This feature
opens opportunities for extension of the system (such as
adding statistical capabilities, etc.)

• Open standards and communities. DSMCE uses open stan-
dards developed by communities. It uses OGC Standards
(Web Feature Service, Web Processing service, and Web
Mapping Service) to process spatial data and Decision Deck
standards for the non-spatial multi-criteria decision anal-
ysis (MCDA) methods. The underlying philosophy is to
delegate domain expertise to other implementations that

are represented on the web (i.e. as web services) and build
a reliable, extensible infrastructure for the mediation of
all these delegated services. Therefore comparing to other
software systems in the field of spatial decision making,
Distributed SMCE can be positioned as a framework rather
than a tailor-made application.

• Use of OSGi technology. (fig. 2) OSGi technology is a speci-
fication to create modular applications in the Java platform.
The choice of OSGi technology for DSMCE has been a key
decision. It is technically and administratively motivated.
Technically, the extensibility that is gained by the use of
Web Services cannot be utilized without a modular web ap-
plication that mediates interaction between different kinds
of web services. Possibly more important is the admin-
istrative motivation of distributed partial analysis within
different organizational boundaries. Such scheme requires
both modularity and convenient tools for distribution of
logical components. Distributed SMCE can follow this
scheme by using OSGi.

• Contribution of own services. Distributed SMCE is not
only mediating web services, but also performing inter-
mediate computations which are not available on the web
or too specific to be standardized under OGC, Decision
Deck or other standards. For instance it extracts relevant
information from one service, e.g. meta-data and certain
descriptive statistics from maps like the maximum and
minimum values, and uses this information for other ser-
vices such XMCDA services. Although the computation
might be specific still it may have demand as a module
or as service on the web. Also for these kind of use cases,
OSGi technology and the current architecture of DSMCE
gives enough room and flexibility.

• Server side rapid development with Ajax/Vaadin. The
client, i.e. User Interface (fig. 2), is based on the Vaadin
Server Side Ajax UI Framework. Like all other Ajax frame-
works Vaadin provides rich user experience. Vaadin has
some advantages compared to other frameworks in terms
of Rapid Application Development. This is essential for
an open source project where 3rd party developers of Dis-
tributed SMCE would like to extend Distributed SMCE
and so its web client. The choice of Vaadin has some impor-
tant implications. First, since Vaadin is a server side Ajax
framework, it has a fairly ‘thin’ User Interface layer that
runs on web browsers of the end users. Second, browser
compatibility issues are handled by Vaadin. So the devel-
oper does not have to worry whether the developed code
is working with different browsers. Third, the big majority
of operations, communication and security is handled in
the server on a Java platform. This feature of Vaadin gives
us opportunity to develop a good degree of modularity in
combination with the modularity enforced by OSGi that
applies to the Java platforms. Finally, since most of the
current web applications are heavily based on Javascript, it
is hard to modularize them by using specifications such as
OSGi, or frameworks developed for imperative program-
ming language platforms such as Java. We have chosen
Vaadin because it minimizes the use of Javascript.
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Discussion
With the prototype we aim to explore possible limitations and
future challenges. We for instance need to experiment with
performance. Some design and implementation issues we
have already encountered and addressed.

Design Issues
Two major design choices were made. The first was to make
the web application highly modular and distributable. The
second was substituting WPS for Decision Deck web services.

Data exchange restrictions

Two challenges in the design were to handle the size of ge-
ographic data layers and the assumption that data policies
require data to reside inside organizational boundaries. Both
challenges violated our initial design where we wanted to
rely fully on external services. But now the application had
to become distributable as well in cases data services could
not directly be provided. So these challenges required that
the application at least partially be local (insider the organiza-
tional boundary) and created the need to design a distributed
application using distributed services.

As a solution to these challenges we consider the use
of meta-data and delegating the analysis (e.g. calculation
of descriptive statistics by WFS) to the data services wher-
ever possible. And for further analysis on the dataset within
organization boundaries we deploy a utility service. This
service can perform analysis and then can transmit partial
and intermediary results to the main system.

Using OSGi technology gives this possibility of design-
ing a highly modular application. Another advantage are its
“Remote Services” (OSGi Alliance, 2011) for distributing mod-
ules over the web. We aim to use “Remote Services” of OSGi
to be able to distribute our necessary modules across organi-
zational boundaries to give us opportunity to retrieve only
meta-data and partial and intermediary results to finalize the
analysis.

Finding proper service for decision aiding

At the start of the project we considered to implement the
multi-criteria decision aiding components as Web Processing
Services (WPS). However, we encountered several challenge
about WPS in relation to our project. One challenge was al-
ready formulated by (Friis-Christensen et al., 2007) as the
absence of “separation of geometry and attribute data: Ge-
ometry information, though not required for a large number
of processing operations (like classification and attribute nor-
malisation) is dragged along as information ballast slowing
down the performance of applications. Examples for specifi-
cations looking into this issue are the related OGC discussion
papers on the Geolinking Service (OGC, 2004b) and the Ge-
olinked Data Access Service (OGC, 2004a).” Indeed in our
application the majority of use cases required only attribute
data of features to be processed and analysed and the geo-
metric information served just the mapping. These attributes
are, partially in pre-processed form, input to XMCDA web
services. So we abandoned our initial idea to implement all
analysis as WPS.

Another reason to abandon WPS was the lack of concepts
to provide semantics of the multi-criteria decision aiding do-

main. This problem of a lack of concepts to provide semantics
was already observed by (Foerster and Stoter, 2006). This
issue together with the fact that WPS provides very generic
interface, would have required us to spend considerable ef-
fort to implement decision aiding algorithms for spatial data
in WPS.

Therefore we looked at an alternative solution where we
could separate analysis of attribute data from analysis of and
operation on geometry. And we could also find web services
that provide decision semantics. We found a solution in the
decision sciences domain where open standards for multi-
criteria decision aiding (MCDA) web services have recently
been developed in the Decision Deck Project. Now we only
consider WPS for truly geometric pre and post processing
operations such as overlay analysis or calculation of spatial
metrics as criteria.

Finally, we abandoned WPS for decision aiding algo-
rithms because of the possibility to process large volumes
of data because many criteria maps may be involved and
more advanced decision aiding methods are more complex
and resource consuming too. As discussed by (Michaelis
and Ames, 2009) in such situations it can be more efficient to
perform the processing locally.

Implementation Issues
We have faced three implementation issues. First, we have
had to address inconsistencies between schema and schema
instances. Second we have had to address lack of information
about the data. Here we do not mean so much meta-data,
but descriptive data. And third we missed open source GIS
toolkits with proper documentation.

Inconsistencies between schema and schema in-
stances

We noticed that retrieval of data (or meta-data) becomes
fragile because of difference between WFS schema and WFS
schema instances or because of missing schemas while retriev-
ing complex types. Since the data retrieval in DSMCE is made
from remote WFS servers, which we do not have control of,
human errors or bugs in OGC Service implementations can
cause bad user experience.

As a solution, we implemented parsers that use a domain
model which is a collection of Java objects based on OGC
Web Service Common and Web Feature Service specifications.
We implemented with Apache Commons Digester (Apache
Commons Digester, 2011) library. Although this approach
requires implementation of java objects following the domain
model, it gives nice flexibility and more tolerance for errors.
For retrieval of the data we preferred to use Geo JSON format
since it is a lighter format comparing to GML and accessing
attribute data is easier.

Data ambiguity

Another main problem is the lack of support for units of at-
tributes and descriptions of attributes. In GML3, schemas for
units are defined (Cox et al., 2002), however this information
is not being used by the available online Web Feature Services
yet. But decision makers will need to know such attribute
information and the currently supports name and type ele-
ments are not sufficient for a decision maker. Moreover, most
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of the time, the name field is cryptic and not explanatory
either.

We have not addressed this issue of data ambiguity in the
current prototype. For those cases where WFS are used that
the user has no control over, we will be providing annotation
tools to the decision maker (end user) units and data descrip-
tions assuming the user has other means to obtain units and
data descriptions. For those cases where users of WFS are in
the same organization as the WFS supplier, custom solutions
could be made to create unambiguous data interpretation.

Lack of WFS support for descriptive statistics about
the data

The general user of WFS, but certainly the user of WFS via
DSCME, needs descriptive statistics such as the maximum,
minimum, mean, and standard deviation. For instance of the
standard deviation of a certain attribute is small, it has little
discriminatory value between the alternatives. Particularly
in spatial data sets where the number of alternatives (points,
lines, polygons, cells) can be very large, descriptive statistics
are very important. So although a decision maker may find
the criterion that uses the attribute important, if it is not dis-
criminating, it might even be discarded altogether. But also
for properly styled WMS visualization, not only in DSMCE,
maximum and minimum values are important.

We expected more support from OGC data services (WFS,
OGC). Descriptive statistics are optional services in section
13.3.2 of WFS 1.1.0 specification (Vretanos, 2005): "The schema
of the Filter Capabilities Section is defined in the Filter Encod-
ing Implementation Specification. This is an optional section.
If it exists, then the WFS should support the operations adver-
tised therein. If the Filter Capabilities Section is not defined,
then the client should assume that the server only supports
the minimum default set of filter operators as defined in the
Filter Encoding Implementation Specification."

Since these descriptive statistics are crucial for decision
making, we implemented a simple statistics facility by fetch-
ing the whole feature set and using Apache Commons Math
library to compute descriptive statistics. We considered check-
ing if a filter is available from a WFS in the capabilities re-
sponse, but this burdens our system with complexity of check-
ing and error handling. Although we have a working solu-
tion, it breaks with our initial idea of using the meta-data and
capabilities of external services prior to the core analysis.

Lack of lightweight open source GIS toolkits with
proper documentation

As described under section design issues, the majority of
operations in DSMCE only use attribute information, not geo-
metric information. However in the available open source GIS
toolkits, data structure designs are naturally affected by the
traditional structure of GIS data where features are a compo-
sition of geometry and attributes. We also noticed many inter-
dependencies between libraries and lack of documentation
about dependencies. So it becomes really hard to use toolkits
for our lighter needs and we did not find a lightweight GIS
toolkit which is efficient for attribute data and helpful for
simple mapping. These difficulties and poor documentation
motivated us to implement lightweight OGC service clients
for WFS and WMS. For that purpose we used Apache Com-
mons HTTP (Apache Commons HttpClient, 2011) library and

to be able to create POST requests with XML encoding we
used WAX library for JAVA (Volkmann, 2011).

Future directions
Since we have finished only a prototype so far, a lot can still
be done:

• First, we want to modularize our systems with OSGi and
run it in an OSGi container.

• Second we need to create state persistency, user profiles
and workspace.

• Third, we want to proceed with the integration of Decision
Deck to provide a good amount of multi-criteria decision
aiding algorithms.

• Fourth, we want to add preprocessing WPS so that users
can create a suitable criterion map from a geometry of
another map or of geometries of different maps.

• Fifth, we have not addressed the issue of discovering data
but evaluation and use of OGC Catalogue Service is in
our agenda. If DSCME becomes an application that runs
within organizations it will need to be customized to use
the organizational catalogue.

• Sixth, because of the challenges in data formats and avail-
able tools that support Web Coverage Service (WCS) we
started our project with vector support. However we
know of very good experience of usefulness of raster-based
SMCE with the SMCE module we developed earlier in the
desktop ILWIS GIS (52North, 2011) and would like to in-
clude a raster version in the agenda.

• Seventh, we want to develop the potential for collaborative
decision making and explore new decision aiding algo-
rithms.

• And finally, we know chaining services and managing it
by the use of workflow managers is very interesting. To be
able to satisfy different and complex scenarios in decision
making we would like to develop a workflow mechanism
for our application. We believe prior to that we need a
good degree of modularity in our application.

Conclusions
We have presented a prototype of distributed spatial multi-
criteria evaluation web application, which integrates OGC
and Decision Deck web services, thereby delegating function-
ality to the respective expertise domains. It is distributed, not
only in the concept of distributed computing, because it can
collect data from distributed data sources, i.e. Web Feature
Services (WFS), or, if data cannot be exchanged because of
data policies, data value, bandwidth, and other reasons, it
can be distributed to these data sources and collect only the
intermediary outputs. Also, decision makers are geograph-
ically distributed or in time. And development of it can be
distributed, given the open source nature, provided good
programming practices and systems are maintained.

We have described its workings and architecture. But
importantly we have explained several design and implemen-
tation solutions which we had to follow because of partially
functioning implementations of OGC standards. We are of-
fering anecdotal evidence of shortcomings of these standards
but also of open source software. It would be worthwhile to
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do a more systematic analysis but that is beyond the scope of
this paper.
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and ready for the future. TRLIB was only recently released
under an open source license (and made available through
https://bitbucket.org/KMS/trlib), but in the near future
we hope to implement means for better interoperability with
the more well established libraries in the open source geomat-
ics field.
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